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Documenting frameworks provides its users and maintainers useful information on that software’s architecture, design, and customization.
Despite documentation’s importance, the process of creating and maintaining it is considered to imply considerable effort, to be tedious, and
expensive.
In this work, we mine patterns from real-world software frameworks to uncover good solutions used to document them that had not yet been
described as patterns. This process resulted in four new patterns.
C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES helps developers to become contributors to a project, helping them follow the good practices that have been
adopted by its maintainers. D OCUMENTATION V ERSIONING consists of having separate documentation for older versions of the framework, to
answer needs of the users on such versions. M IGRATION H ANDBOOK helps users migrating from previous versions of the framework to newer
ones. M ULTI - LANGUAGE S UPPORT allows translated documents in several languages to support a wider range of users for the framework.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.7 [Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhancement] Documentation; D.2.11 [Software Architectures]
Patterns
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Framework documentation can be invaluable for its users, and can address different aspects, such as its system
design and customization points. Despite its value, the process of creating it is often neglected, for being costly
and time-consuming.
Some authors propose solutions for writing and maintaining framework documentation [Aguiar and David 2011;
Johnson 1992; Østerbye 1999; Butler and Dénommée 1997]. However, as frameworks evolve new concerns can
emerge in the process of writing and maintaining its documentation.
We started this work by finding what patterns had already been written for documenting open source frameworks.
We then proceeded to analyzing the documentation of five popular real-world open source frameworks, with
the goal of identifying good solutions that they currently adopt, and document them as patterns. In this process,
we employed our personal experience in using and maintaining open source frameworks. We searched for any
recurring types of documents being used for this kind of documentation and considered specifically some issues
found in the documentation process. In this process, we took inspiration from two works from Aghajani et al., who
through empirical studies identify a set of types of documentation perceived as useful by practitioners [Aghajani
et al. 2020], as well as a set of common documentation issues [Aghajani et al. 2019].
This was the starting point for the pattern mining process, which resulted in the four patterns for documenting
frameworks that we describe in this article.
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With this work, we aim to help mainly framework contributors to design the documentation for their projects, and
consequently also the users for those frameworks, who will directly benefit from having effective documentation.
2.

RELATED WORK

In previous work, we surveyed literature for software documentation patterns and found 114 different documentation
patterns [Santos and Correia 2020]. We have found no patterns with the specific purpose of describing how to
document open source frameworks, but found one work addressing framework documentation in general [Aguiar
and David 2011]. we choose to look into these patterns in more detail here, as they are the closest work related
to the topic we address. The six patterns that it describes have the goal of guiding the choice of the kinds of
documents to produce, how to connect them, and of which contents to include. They are depicted in Figure 1 and
described below.
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Fig. 1. Patterns for documenting frameworks and their relationships

• D OCUMENTATION R OADMAP directs readers of different audiences on what they may want to read to find the
knowledge they need. It is usually the main entry point to the documentation;
• F RAMEWORK OVERVIEW introduces the framework. It briefly describes the general context of the framework and
several of its aspects, such as the domain, goals, and kind of flexibility that it offers.
• C OOKBOOK & R ECIPES explain how the framework can be used to address different concerns that may appear
when developing a software system. It is organized as a list of recipes organized as a guide (cookbook);
• G RADED E XAMPLES describe examples of how the framework can be used, from simple to complex ones,
linking them with other forms of documentation.
• C USTOMIZATION P OINTS describes the framework’s customization points (hot-spots) and how they may be put
into practice. They often include examples;
• D ESIGN I NTERNALS provide information of the system design, and especially of its hot-spots, explaining the
general rationale for the design, and what and how can be adapted to different purposes;
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3.

PATTERNS OVERVIEW

We identify and describe four patterns: C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES, D OCUMENTATION V ERSIONING, M IGRATION
H ANDBOOK, and M ULTI - LANGUAGE S UPPORT. They are, with their relationships, depicted in Figure 2. While
C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES and M IGRATION H ANDBOOK are about two specific types of documents that appear
while documenting frameworks, D OCUMENTATION V ERSIONING and M ULTI - LANGUAGE S UPPORT can be said to be
more about how to maintain and navigate specific kinds of documentation.
Receiving contributions is an essential part of open source projects, and project maintainers often encourage users to become contributors. C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES facilitates new contributions by giving relevant
information on how contribution runs for that particular project. This is especially relevant for frameworks, as the
users of software frameworks are usually software developers and, therefore, are in a better position to become
contributors than users from other types of open source projects.
Despite the release of new framework versions, older versions may still be in use for some time, and the
documentation for them should be kept available. D OCUMENTATION V ERSIONING supports that by providing access
to the documentation for the different versions.
New software versions can introduce changes on how to implement framework features, which can make it
challenging to upgrade from a previous framework version. M IGRATION H ANDBOOK handles those challenges by
informing framework users on how to operate these changes.
The language in which the documentation is written should not be a barrier for framework users. M ULTI LANGUAGE S UPPORT eases that barrier by offering documentation content in different languages.
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Fig. 2. Patterns for documenting open source frameworks and their relationships

4.

PATTERN FORM

Several authors define their patterns considering different forms [Alexander 1977; Gamma et al. 1995; Buschmann
et al. 1996; Aguiar and David 2011; Correia et al. 2009; Correia 2015], which we have considered to find an
adequate one to present our patterns. For this paper we adopt the following structure:
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—Name. The pattern name conveys the key aspects of its solution is about.
—Introductory paragraph. This part of the pattern describes the context in which the problem emerges and the
solution is applied.
—Problem. This section begins by defining an overview of the problem and is followed by a more detailed
description where the forces are identified.
—Solution. This section starts by presenting an initial statement of the pattern solution. Then it goes through the
solution with more details, mentioning the consequences of the pattern when relevant.
—Related Patterns. This section explains which patterns relate with the one being described and how that
relationship proceeds.
—Known Uses. This section describes real-world examples of where the pattern is adopted.
5.

CONTRIBUTION GUIDELINES

One aspect in which open source projects often differ from commercial ones, is that they live from volunteer
work from people spread around the world, that self-organize towards a common goal. The need to gather more
contributors often exists from the day that the first version of a project is made available, but as the project evolves
in size and complexity, more users are likely to want to become contributors.
5.1

Problem

How to help users contribute to a project?
Potential contributors may feel the need to know more about the system internals, how to report bugs, and which
code conventions are adopted by the team.
As more users want to contribute to an open source project, the ability of project maintainers to on-board them
is strained. Projects taking their first steps often provide such support through mailing lists or text chats, which
allow maintainers to address the questions that potential contributors may have, in all their specificity, but this is
a solution that is hard to scale to a large number of contributors, given the effort that it implies.
It also allows inconsistencies, as different maintainers may provide different answers to contributors’ questions
as they surface. This calls for a single source of truth of how to contribute to a project, but creating such a
permanently updated and comprehensive content may also imply a considerable effort.
5.2

Solution

Provide guidelines on how to contribute to the project and which best practices the team follows.
Start by creating a document, or set of documents, that provide enough information on how to contribute to the
project. Information commonly found in C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES includes code conventions that the team is
following, how to report bugs, and how to submit changes, but each project should define what directions should its
C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES include, based on the most frequent doubts and mistakes done by new contributors.
The C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES can also point to an overview of the system to let the user know, early, what are
the main building blocks of the system.
Make sure that potential contributors can easily find these documents. One way to do that is to point to it from a
README file, which often includes the D OCUMENTATION R OADMAP [Aguiar and David 2011]. Also, avoid having
some of this information appear in other parts of the documentation, trying to ensure that all the information on
how to contribute to the project is gathered in this document.
Creating and maintaining this document is bound to require more effort than answering a specific question from
a new contributor, or than reviewing a particular contribution to the project, but that effort will easily payoff as many
potential contributors can benefit from having this document available.
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5.3

Related Patterns

• Guidelines should describe the design principles of the system. Using T HE B IG P ICTURE [Rüping 2005] allows
readers to understand the overall system architecture.
• Authors want to help contributors on how to understand better their systems. Considering that, D ESIGN
I NTERNALS [Aguiar and David 2011] is used to describe the fundamental layers behind the framework, and
potentially the areas where customization is possible.
• Often, contributors don’t know how they should read the guidelines, considering that we may use the G UIDELINES
FOR R EADERS [Rüping 2005] to introduce an initial overview towards documents that help contributors facing
these documents.
• Knowing how to reach this section is also important for users. D OCUMENTATION R OADMAP [Aguiar and David
2011] helps by organizing all documentation sections, and in particular including this contributing section in their
organization.
• C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES may use M ULTI - LANGUAGE S UPPORT to provide translated guidelines for users
who don’t speak the language in which guidelines may have been originally written.
5.4

Known Uses

• React.js 1 implements C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES by containing one main page that includes several explanations on how to contribute to the code and documentation, their design principles, code of conduct, versioning
policy, and style guide.
• Gatsby 2 uses this pattern by providing one main page with six different sections that explain their contribution
process to code, blog, and documentation, followed by their brand guidelines, and it includes a description of the
community behind the project.
• Angular 3 adopts C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES by providing a page with all Angular projects. The main platform
link redirects to a markdown file in GitHub. The file contains information about the code of conduct, how to report
bugs, their submission guidelines, the review process, and the code style.
6.

DOCUMENTATION VERSIONING

With the launch of each new version of the framework, documentation is usually updated to reflect the API and
features of the new version. However, not all frameworks users will adopt the last version, some will keep using
previous versions.
6.1

Problem

How can users access previous versions of the documentation?
While new versions of your framework are launched, some users will keep using older versions and need
to access their documentation, navigating and searching it as needed, as they do for the latest version. It’s
also needed that the documentation is kept up-to-date with the latest version of the framework, but also that
it is possible to update the documentation for older versions of the framework to incorporate fixes to the
documentation itself, or to reflect new minor versions that need to be released for older framework versions (e.g.,
to correct bugs or security issues).
1 https://reactjs.org/docs/how-to-contribute.html
2 https://www.gatsbyjs.com/contributing/
3 https://angular.io/contribute
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6.2

Solution

Maintain different versions of the documentation, one for each release of the framework.
Throughout the development of a new version of the framework, work also on the new documentation for that
version. When the new version of the framework is released, make its documentation available to users, and allow
them to easily navigate between the different versions. To support navigating across documentation versions,
provide a list of previous versions of your framework and links to the documentation for those versions. Another
way to support navigation is to place a dropdown in each documentation page that allows to switch to the same
page for a different version of the framework.
To reduce the effort of maintaining multiple versions of the documentation and ensure its kept updated, use
tools that make it easier to compare different documentation versions and to associate them to the framework
versions that they refer to. A possible approach is to keep the documentation in the same repository used to
version the framework itself. Established mechanisms for versioning source-code, such as branches and tags can
also be used for documentation and keeping both code and documentation in the same repository ensures that
documentation is always close to its framework version.
6.3

Related Patterns

• The organization of different versions requires a history of these previous versions, for that this pattern may be
applied after D OCUMENT H ISTORY [Rüping 2005] is applied.
• D OCUMENTATION R OADMAP [Aguiar and David 2011] helps D OCUMENTATION V ERSIONING by including an
option to change between documentation versions, or to indicate the documentation version which the user is
reading.
• This pattern also supports D OCUMENT A RCHIVE [Rüping 2005] by providing an organization that allows
navigation through previous versions.
6.4

Known Uses

• React.js 4 adopts D OCUMENTATION V ERSIONING by providing a list of previous versions as well as their
changelogs and snapshots.
• Vue.js implements this pattern by presenting a dropdown menu with previous versions as values. Each change
of the dropdown redirects to the documentation version page.
• Angular also adopts this pattern by showing a dropdown menu with their previous versions. A redirect occurs
after changing the dropdown value.
7.

MIGRATION HANDBOOK

Frameworks evolve over time, and more and different features will likely become available with each new version.
It’s possible that breaking changes are introduced with newer versions of the framework, as earlier versions might
not anticipate all future needs.
7.1

Problem

How can users migrate systems from an older to a newer version of the framework?
Users who use older versions of the framework may want to update due to security reasons or because the
new version includes more features. However, migrating from one older version to a more recent one often implies
a significant effort. For example, it is possible for users to understand how the migration is done by reviewing all
the changes that the framework went through between the older and newer version, to understand how their use
4 https://reactjs.org/versions
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of the framework needs to change. Some additional guidance is useful to make the process of migrating easier
and less error-prone.
7.2

Solution

Provide a guide containing any change that the new version introduces and is relevant for anyone trying
to upgrade to that version from the previous one.
Start by collecting all changes to include in the M IGRATION H ANDBOOK; this can be done as development
progresses, or by going through the history of the source code repository before a new version of the framework is
released. The M IGRATION H ANDBOOK often links to the release notes for that framework version, where the new
features that it introduces are briefly described, and it introduces what users of the framework need to change
in their projects to use the new version of the framework. This includes highlighting the API changes, but also
any API feature that might have been made obsolete or deprecated in the new version. The description of each
change can be extended with the motivation behind the decision to introduce it and sometimes a link to a pull
request 5 where it was added.
Features described as obsolete or deprecated will usually be accompanied by a description of alternative ways
to use the framework. This includes using code snippets of how it was done in the previous version and how it’s
done in the new version, so users can understand better those changes with examples.
7.3

Related Patterns

• Users who use outdated versions can be notified of a significant change on the document. Considering that,
N OTIFICATION UPON U PDATE [Rüping 2005] can help this pattern by providing navigation to the migration
documents that allows a version upgrade.
• D OCUMENTATION V ERSIONING helps M IGRATION H ANDBOOK by referring changes and deprecations to that
specific previous version. For instance, while a user finds a particular change in a recent version it may be
helpful to navigate to that version to see more API details.
• This pattern may use M ULTI - LANGUAGE S UPPORT to facilitate migration for users who don’t speak the original
language in which the documentation was written.
• C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES helps M IGRATION H ANDBOOK by defining best practices of how to describe the
process of upgrading to a newer version.
7.4

Known Uses

• Vue.js 6 applies this pattern containing two main parts: the first is a FAQ section approaching relevant questions
to their users; the second describes API changes with code snippets to help users to fulfill their goals.
• Angular 7 adopts M IGRATION H ANDBOOK describing an initial overview regarding the migration, followed by the
changes and deprecations of the newer version. Each change is detailed, providing a link to the PR where that
change occurred.
• ASP.NET Core 8 implements this pattern by containing different versions that can be migrated, followed by the
migration prerequisites. Additionally, they provide a detailed explanation for each feature, containing the old
behavior, the new behavior, and in some cases, the motivation behind that decision.
5 Pull

requests are operations supported by some project-tracking platforms, where a contributor asks the maintainers of a repository to review
a set of changes to the code and documentation, and merge the int the project.
6 https://vuejs.org/v2/guide/migration.html
7 https://angular.io/guide/updating-to-version-12
8 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/migration/31-to-50?view=aspnetcore-5.0&tabs=visual-studio
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8.

MULTI-LANGUAGE SUPPORT

The need to provide good documentation to all the potential users of a framework exists from the day that the
first version of a project is made available. This may be easier in the early days of a project, but a framework
that grows in use tends to have a significant number of users that doesn’t speak the main language in which the
documentation is written.
8.1

Problem

How to remove language barriers from users who don’t speak the language in which the documentation
is written?
The framework users should have as little barriers as possible for accessing and understanding its documentation. One of such barriers can be language. Even though many projects adopt English as their main language,
it is not a guarantee that it makes them able to reach all of its potential users. Producing translations of the
documentation to many languages could be an option, but it would imply a considerable effort to create and
maintain then. This becomes even more challenging if there aren’t yet in the project contributors that can write
in those languages.
8.2

Solution

Produce and distribute documentation artifacts in the languages that are spoken by your users.
Start by providing the mechanisms for receiving, reviewing and accepting contributions of documentation in
new languages. A possible approach is to keep the documentation in the same repository used to version the
framework itself, and allow the same mechanisms used to receive contributions (e.g., pull requests). Encourage
contributors to use as templates the documentation already produced for other languages.
Allow to switch between different languages, possibly using a similar approach to the one used to switch between
different D OCUMENTATION V ERSIONS. If particular parts of the documentation are not available for the given
language, make sure to state that explicitly to users, and allow them to switch to the documentation in one of the
languages that are available.
8.3

Related Patterns

• Translated documents can be hard to found by users. For that, this pattern can be supported by I NFORMATION
M ARKETPLACE [Rüping 2005] letting the users know that exists a translation in their native language for that
document.
• Writing the same document with different languages can be a complex task. To ease that, D OCUMENTATION
T EMPLATES [Vestdam 2001] can help this pattern by providing templates which only vary in language.
• C ONTRIBUTION G UIDELINES helps M ULTI - LANGUAGE S UPPORT by emphasizing best practices for contributors
to follow when writing documentation, particularly on how they should translate documents.
8.4

Known Uses

• ASP.NET Core 9 uses this pattern, offering a possibility in the footer to change the language in which the
documentation is translated. This language change is done on an external page that redirects to the translated
documentation page.
• Angular implements M ULTI - LANGUAGE S UPPORT by offering all languages available in the footer. The selection
of the new language will redirect the user to the translated page.
9 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/locale/?target=https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/?view=

aspnetcore-5.0
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• React.js 10 adopts this pattern by providing a link in their menu to the translations page. That page contains all
available translations that are located individually on a new page.
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